
                                                        

Uprooted tree replanted at Jhalana 
05 August 2021  
 
Jaipur: The nearly 100-year-old Banyan tree near Golcha Cinema at Chaura Rasta was among the 

several casualties of Monday’s squall. However, there is a chance that the tree might survive as the 

forest department had made an effort to re-plant the 60 feet tree at Jhalana Leopard reserve. 

The team reached the spot on Wednesday morning and brought the tree to the reserve with the 

help of two cranes. Forest ranger Janeshwar Singh said , “NGO Shristi Foundation assisted the forest 

department in resurrecting the fallen tree. The organisation brought the tree till Jhalana, while 

department staff transplanted it.” 

The tree was also pruned to ensure that it did not need much nutrition and could balance well. 

Experts are hopeful that since the weather is conducive, the tree will grow well at the site. “The 

reserve has witnessed good survival rate at Jhalana. Out of 12 tress, 11 have survived. This tree was 

reduced to 20 feet before transplantation for better survival.” 

Uprooted trees can be saved even a week after falling down if they are re-erected at the same spot 

and provided adequate care. “It requires additional care if its replanted in a foreign location. Since a 

man died after the tree fell, it was risky to replant it on same location,” said a forest staff . 

The process starts with pruning the higher branches to reduce the weight and it was replanted using 

fresh soil, manure and termite repellent. Amit Tyagi, a local shopkeeper of Nehru Bazaar said, “I am 

immensely happy that an old tree of the city has been saved. Transplantation of trees is a great 

service to society. Since, survival rate of new trees is less due to pollution and harsh weather 

conditions, this practice to save old trees should be adopted.” 

Source:https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/jaipur/uprooted-tree-replanted-at-

jhalana/articleshow/85051939.cms 
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